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Chapter 1: The Online Harms White Paper


2. We were pleased to see that a large number of our recommendations were taken up in the White Paper. In particular, the establishment of an independent regulator for online harms, and the requirement for social media companies to comply with a ‘duty of care’, satisfied two of our most important proposals.

3. However, a significant gap exists between our recommendations and the White Paper: there is scant focus on electoral interference and online political advertising, both of which we highlighted as requiring urgent action. Our response to the White Paper will therefore concentrate on this issue, with additional comments on regulation.

Legislation on digital campaigning

4. In our Final Report, we set out why we believe that electoral law is not fit for purpose and needs to be updated to reflect changes in digital campaigning techniques. We were disappointed with the White Paper’s take-up of this issue. The limited measures that were included—for example, a code of practice to tackle disinformation by using fact-checking services (particularly during election periods)—do not specifically address the Committee’s recommendations that a category should be introduced for digital spending on campaigns; and that information about all political advertising material should be searchable in a public repository, among others. Nor was action promised on other of our headline recommendations. For example, we recommended that the Government include in the White Paper analysis about the targeting of voters by foreign players, and whether current legislation to protect the electoral process from malign influence is sufficient. It did not do so, beyond the emphasis on measures to tackle disinformation under the new duty of care. Nor did the Government acknowledge the role and power of unpaid campaigns and Facebook Groups that influence elections and referendums (both inside and outside the designated period), as we recommended. These were key recommendations and we believe the Government has a duty to provide a proper response.

5. The Information Commissioner agreed about this significant omission, telling us in evidence on 23 April that she was “surprised and disappointed that there was not more focus on […] electoral interference, and on the need for more transparency in political advertising.” Elizabeth Denham said:

Considering the work that has been done by this Committee and by our office, which has been taken up in many other jurisdictions around the

---

1 DCMS Committee, Eighth Report of 2017-19, 18 February 2019 Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Final Report para 211
2 Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Final Report paras 211-215
3 Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Final Report para 249
4 Under the new duty of care, companies will need to take measures to minimise the spread of harmful disinformation or misleading content, including using fact checking services during election periods and improving transparency of political advertising.
5 Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Final Report para 20
world, it is surprising and concerning to me that the Government have not done a comprehensive examination of political advertising and the oversight that is needed in this space.\(^6\)

Ms Denham went on to say, “It is a gap that really needs to be addressed by Government and Parliament.”\(^7\)

6. The Government has also looked at proposals to protect the electoral system via a separate, Cabinet Office-led consultation called Protecting the Debate: Intimidation, Influence and Information. The Cabinet Office published its response its response to this consultation in May. We were pleased to note that the Government agrees with us that an imprint should be required on digital election material whenever that material is published; this was another prominent recommendation in our Final Report.\(^8\)

7. The Government said in its Response to our Final Report that it “will bring forward the technical proposal” for the regime on digital imprints “later on this year.”\(^9\) However, we are concerned about how long it may take in practice for digital imprints to be enshrined in legislation. The timetables for our other proposals are not encouraging: for example, the Response states that statutory codes on digital campaigning electoral expenses “should come into force for the next major elections scheduled to take place in 2021 and 2022.”\(^10\) A general election could, of course, happen at any time.

8. The Electoral Commission agrees with us about the urgency of tackling digital imprints. The Commission told us that it wants to see the draft legislative provisions of the Government’s proposal “as soon as possible”, adding that it has been discussing with Cabinet Office officials how to put new regulations into practice, and which types of election material they would cover, since 2018.\(^11\)

9. Asked about digital payments and donation practices by parties, the Electoral Commission told us in the evidence session of 18 June about the potential utility of looking to anti-money laundering regulations to improve the transparency of political party financing. The Commission’s Director of Regulation, Louise Edwards said:

> It might need some thought, but the anti-money laundering regulations require […] additional checks over and above simple permissibility, what is known as know-your-customer checks. These are all very sensible, very straightforward procedures that we think could be put in place with most political parties to take that further step. At the moment, they are not a requirement on political parties. It seems to us that that is a very straightforward area that could be considered.\(^12\)

---

\(^6\) Q31

\(^7\) Protecting the Debate: Government Response, p.6

\(^8\) A digital imprint is a banner appearing on an online advert, making clear information about the publishing organisation and who is legally responsible for the spending.

\(^9\) Government Response to Final Report Recommendation 22

\(^10\) Government Response to Final Report Recommendation 23

\(^11\) Letter from the Electoral Commission, 17 May 2019

\(^12\) Oral evidence on 18 June. Q 127, HC 2204
10. We wrote to the Minister for the Cabinet Office asking for further clarification on timing of updates to electoral law on 17 May (see Appendix 1), but have not received a response addressing our points.

Note: The Committee wishes to clarify that after publication it came to light that a letter dated 6 June 2019 was sent by Kevin Foster MP, Minister for the Constitution, responding to the Committee's points. The letter has subsequently been reported to the House of Commons and published.

11. We welcome the limited measures in the White Paper to improve digital aspects of elections, including a code of practice to tackle disinformation, for instance by using fact-checking services during election periods. However, we agree with the Information Commissioner that the White Paper “leaves a gap that Government and Parliament must now address.” The White Paper does not tackle a number of the urgent changes that we outlined in our Final Report, particularly that a category should be introduced for digital spending on campaigns; and that information about all political advertising material should be searchable in a public repository. There was no acknowledgement of the risks of foreign investment in elections, for example via digital payments, or of the role and power of unpaid campaigns and Facebook Groups that influence elections and referendums (both inside and outside the designated period). The steps taken voluntarily, for example, by Facebook to identify political advertising and those associated with it have been very limited and do not adequately meet public concerns.

12. While the Government did agree in its response to our Final Report that statutory codes on digital electoral expenses should be introduced, the fact that they will not come into force until “the next major elections scheduled to take place in 2021 and 2022” is a matter of concern for us. It is crucial that other measures, particularly imprints on digital election materials, are brought in as soon as possible and certainly by the end of this year.

13. The Government cannot work on the basis of elections not taking place before 2021. Were an election or referendum to take place later this year, campaigns would be fought using electoral law that is wholly inadequate for the digital age. We have catalogued the (unresolved) consequences of this during the 2016 EU Referendum campaign in our Interim and Final Reports on disinformation and ‘fake news’.

14. As a result, we believe that urgent legislation should be brought forward at once to bring electoral law in line with digital campaigning techniques. This could be done via a standalone bill dealing with transparency in political advertising, using the measures we recommended in our report. We would like the Government to respond to us by the 24 July with a commitment to move swiftly ahead with this particular aspect of legislation before it proceeds with other aspects of online harms, during the current parliamentary Session.

15. To underline the urgency of legislating on digital aspects of elections, we plan to take further evidence on the subject during July 2019, including taking advice on how such legislation might be drafted. We are also interested in exploring how anti-money laundering regulations may be adapted to ensure political parties can be held accountable for their financing practices in the era of digital payment systems, and ask the Government to consider this in its response to us. In particular, we are dissatisfied
that a political party can participate in an election without satisfying the Electoral Commission that it has appropriate financial procedures in place to satisfy electoral law. This is especially significant given the present inability to challenge the outcome of the election of a candidate who has benefited from illegal payments in securing his or her election. We are certain that the Government will agree with us that public confidence in the integrity of our democracy is of imperative importance. We hope that it will work with us, and with Parliament as a whole, to introduce legislation as a matter of priority before the end of this year.

Independent regulation

16. We welcome the White Paper’s announcement of an independent regulator that will implement, oversee and enforce the new regulatory framework. This framework will include a new statutory duty of care to make companies take more responsibility for the safety of their users and tackle harm caused by content or activity on their services.

17. We agree with the Government that the regulator must have sufficient resources and the right expertise and capability to perform its role effectively. We believe that there is a need to go beyond fining powers; we were heartened to see in the White Paper that the Government is consulting on powers that would enable the regulator to disrupt the business activities of a non-compliant company.

18. We believe that alongside the creation of a new regulator, attention must be given to boosting the powers of existing regulatory bodies, which are still not sufficient. We stand by our recommendation in our Final Report that the Government should explore ways to strengthen the Electoral Commission’s investigation and enforcement powers, and to reform the election petitions process. We were disappointed with the Government’s Response, especially the statement that “it is critical we ensure that any regulation is proportionate.”

19. Much of the new regulator’s success will depend on its enforcement powers. We urge the Government to take an ambitious approach to equipping the regulator with sufficient means, including adequate sanctions. This must go beyond fines to include the ability to disrupt the activities of businesses that are not complying, and ultimately custodial sentences. We remind the Government of our calls to extend the powers and funding of existing bodies’ resources, including investigation and enforcement powers—especially those of the Electoral Commission and the Information Commissioner’s Office.

20. The exact nature of the new regulator is not clear. But what is apparent is the likely magnitude of its responsibilities, with the ability to police a highly extensive range of online harms. It will need to have the capacity to act with significant flexibility; to move quickly; but also to have an adaptable range of powers to tackle a whole spectrum of

---

13 Government Response to Final Report, recommendation 24
14 Government Response to Final Report, recommendation 51
transgressions, from removing hate crime in a short timeframe, to large-scale actions encompassing entire companies. Organisations of all sizes will be in scope, from SMEs to Facebook and Google.

21. The scale of the new “super-regulator” for online harms, and the range of powers that it will need at its disposal, will be unprecedented. There are few comparable models to follow in other countries. The regulator must have complete integrity and be beyond reproach by those it will police, including tech companies. It must be—and must be perceived to be—utterly impartial. Over the last eighteen months we, and many others, have made clear that this must include complete independence from government.

22. An essential part of this integrity will be demonstrable impartiality in the regulator’s leadership. Select committees can act as important guarantors of independence and confidence in the public appointments process. For example, the Treasury Committee gained powers in 2010 to bolster the independence of the new Office for Budget Responsibility, by obtaining a statutory veto over the appointment and dismissal of the three members of the Budget Responsibility Committee who, between them, form the OBR’s leadership.15

23. We are particularly keen to secure an arrangement in statute, rather than on an advisory basis, given our previous experience with pre-appointment hearings, and the unwillingness of the Government to listen to our recommendations about candidates. At the beginning of last year, we undertook pre-appointment scrutiny of the Government’s preferred candidate for the new Chair of the Charity Commission. We disagreed with the Government’s choice, for well-evidenced reasons that we set out clearly in communications and a report, published in February 2018.16 However, notwithstanding our unanimously agreed report, the Government proceeded with the appointment. This follows an equally dismissive Government response to the Education Committee’s objection to the preferred candidate for the Chief Inspector of Ofsted in July 2016. These decisions do not instil confidence in the Government’s willingness to listen to Parliament’s views on public appointments.

24. As a result, we call on the Government to demonstrate its commitment to public confidence in the new online harms regulator by giving the DCMS Committee a similar power to that accorded to the Treasury Committee, namely a statutory veto over the appointment and dismissal of the chief executive of the new regulator. The legislation being brought forward this autumn provides the perfect opportunity to put this in place ahead of the appointment of the chief executive of the new regulator. We ask the Government to respond by the end of July confirming its support for the Committee’s role in the appointment process, including the provision of a statutory veto.

---

15 The economic forecasts (upon which the Budget and Autumn Statement depend) had, before 2010, been produced by HM Treasury’s in-house forecasting team. In 2010 the Coalition Government delegated these powers to the OBR.

16 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/509/509.pdf
Dear David,

**Changes to electoral law**

In February, my Committee published its final report on Disinformation and ‘fake news’. The Government issued its response earlier this month, following the publication of the White Paper on Online White Harms on 8 April.

In our report, we set out why we believe that electoral law is not fit for purpose and needs to be changed to reflect changes in campaigning techniques.

We were disappointed about the response. The White Paper lacks focus on electoral interference and online political advertising. The Information Commissioner agreed, telling us in evidence on 23 April that she was also “surprised and disappointed”. The limited measures that were included - a code of practice to tackle disinformation, for instance by using fact-checking services (particularly during election periods) - do not specifically address the committee’s recommendations that all online political campaign materials should state their source and advertiser; that a category should be introduced for digital spending on campaigns; and that information about all political advertising material should be searchable in a public repository.

Your department published its response to the consultation on *Protecting the Debate: Intimidation, Influence and Information* earlier this month. While, again, not all our recommendations were addressed, we were pleased to note that the Government agrees that an imprint should be required on digital election material, whenever that material is published.

However, no timeline has been set for these changes; Jeremy Wright told us in evidence that legislation on online harms will be brought in the new session, but we cannot work on a basis of elections taking place in 2022.

Were an election or referendum to take place later this year, campaigns will be fought using electoral law that I think we can all agree is no longer fit for purpose. My Committee has catalogued the (unresolved) consequences of this during the 2016 EU Referendum campaign.

Public confidence in the integrity of our democracy is of imperative importance. As a result, I believe that the Government should introduce emergency legislation to make changed in electoral law. A standalone bill dealing with transparency in political advertising, using the measures we recommended in our report, could easily be introduced very soon.

We know what needs to be done, and we cannot risk electoral disruption during any imminent democratic event. I would appreciate an opportunity to discuss this with you at your earliest convenience.

Yours sincerely,

DAMIAN COLLINS MP, CHAIR, DCMS COMMITTEE
Formal minutes

Wednesday 26 June 2019

Damian Collins, in the Chair

Clive Efford    Ian C Lucas
Simon Hart     Giles Watling
Julian Knight

Draft Report (*The Online Harms White Paper*), proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read.

*Ordered*, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph.

Paragraphs 1 to 24 read and agreed to.

Appendix agreed to.

*Resolved*, That the Report be the Twelfth Report of the Committee to the House.

*Ordered*, That the Chair make the Report to the House.

*Ordered*, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the provisions of Standing Order No.134.

[Adjourned till Tuesday 2 July 2019 at 10.00 a.m.]
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